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Social networks seclude the user at home, exclude the user from social experiences and 

delude the user of what true friendship is, all along isolating the user more and more each day 

from people. When MySpace captured the loyalty of teens half a decade ago, the concern of 

parents rose just as strongly. Today, MySpace is not the number one online social networking 

site. Facebook and Twitter appear to have the hold on the social network world. At least until 

something shinier comes along. Society’s use and comfort with SNS has increased dramatically 

over the last few years. Social network connections appear everywhere, even in the most 

unexpected places. A television show having a Facebook page may seem appropriate. However, 

banks have Twitter accounts now, tweeting their loan percentages. At what point does the 

preponderance of online noise become too much? When the Pope has a Facebook page? It is 

understood that social networking sites can provide what is called “third space” in the article, 

Social Networking Websites Provide a Healthy Way to Improve Friendships (Whittaker and 

Wagner). Third spaces let teens play with their persona and build friendships in a virtual place 

that is not governed by the rules of home or the pressures of school. However, it is not required 

that these third spaces be virtual spaces. What happened to hanging out at a mall or park? What 

about gathering around a bench and talking? These teenagers will end up like Andrew, the 

freshman who likes to wrestle. By second semester Andrew will fail his English class. His 

parents think that he is working on his research paper when, in fact, he is really playing World of 

Warcraft and chatting with someone in England named suzycar002. Given the extent to which 

society is married with technology, it is important to be educated on the shortcomings. Social 

networking sites have their place. However, that place is not as a central fixture in a teen’s life. If 

a teenager wastes his life, this will negatively impact society. Parents should be aware of their 

children’s use on a computer, and limit that use. 
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